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Abstract: An allegory of modern science.

Part XXXVIII
Top story: SCIENCE CHANGES FOREVER!

THE LAWS OF PHYSICS BREAK THE LAWS OF MATHEMATICS!
THE SCIENCE CHRONICLE–Theorizing that one could change math and physics within his own
lifetime, renowned physicist and rocket scientist Dr. Adrian Ichiro-Zunino led an elite team
of scientists into the Mojave Desert (somewhere outside Yermo, Calif.) to develop the top
secret project. After months of intense labor–success! But despite all efforts to maintain
secrecy, the unthinkable occurred: an email was hacked! News of the breakthrough, leaked
to a local CBS news affiliate, went viral–spreading like wildfire through the worldwide
scientific community! The word was out! No one could hide the truth anymore!
At conference in Osaka, Japan, I caught up with the good doctor, “Big Z”, (and his lovely,
vivacious assistant and fiancée, Natalie Sharona Moore) to discuss this latest development:
“Dr. Z, what a sensational revelation! Any comments on this unexpected discovery?”
“All I can say is, Jiminy Christmas! This is where tomorrow begins! Talk about a Math
Exodus! I feel like Moses watching the parting of the Red Sea: the laws of algebra on one
side, laws of geometry on the other, old physics behind (like the defeated Pharaoh’s army),
and out ahead–the Promised Land! No looking back now! And to think of all those years
I spent in Bologna studying to become an expert in a field that isn’t worth a hoot! All for
naught! Come to find out the Giants of Science–Kepler, Descartes, Newton, Maxwell, Einie–
broke the laws of math to make the laws of physics! NO ONE WAS FOLLOWING THE RULES!
Renegades? And I say Hey, hey hey hey…
Long live the pioneers Rebels and mutineers
Everybody likes the bad boy, eh Sharona? Anyway, for centuries we may have had a ‘bum
steer,’ but at least now we know what went wrong and can rebuild from there. We’ve just
been discussing it at the conference. After the usual jokes about naked physicists and going
commando, we got down to business; you couldn’t contain the excitement–it was electric!
Imagine taking part in writing a new page in history, creating a new science and
mathematics for the future! So how do I really feel? I’ll have to borrow a quote from Gauss:
Life stands before me like an eternal spring with new and brilliant clothes!
I’m ready to take a bold, new step: follow the real rules of math and see where they take us!
The first “New Physics” maxim: Let the momentum of truth carry us into the future!”
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Jet packs, ray guns, and flying cars?
“Tired of the same old story”? I’m ready “to turn some pages…roll with the changes”!
I got a new formula for the future–an amazing discovery!
So peel and press the tri-sided papyrus, roll the rotogravure, and hold on to your hat!
CHAOS AT THE CAMPUS!
Gang of “mathed-men” break the “laws of physics” by following the laws of mathematics!
King County Sheriff’s Office called to investigate, but so far, no arrests have been made!
Man, all those years of following the herd of skinny cows (those “vacas flacas”) of physics–and
finally realizing they aren’t moo-ving anywhere! The entire physics flock mired in baaa-d
math! Reminds me of that ol’ quote:
It’s better to be a lion for a day than a sheep all your life.
Too cool for school? I’m gonna take a chance here, put on my leather
jacket, and go against the crowd of physics icons, the stacks of math
books, science mags, peer-reviewed journals, and all the professors in
all the ivory towers…do something so revolutionary, innovative and
outlandish, so unheard-of in scientific and academic circles:
I’M GONNA FOLLOW THE RULES!
I can hear you laughing now! Risk taker? Too fast to live, too young to die? Varoom! Varoom!
But I wouldn’t want to miss my chance of being foolish and absurd–a true rebel–to really put
myself out there! Yeah, bogus math has been taking me for a ride all my life; it’s my turn!
So hop on the back! Hang on tight!
I still can’t believe it’s so sublimely simple (I’ll take mine with a squeeze of lime, please!)
To change the trajectory of science–to change the entire future of mankind–all I have to do is
follow one simple math rule:
Any time multiplication changes dimension in an equation, multiplicative identity is lost.
And that equation is invalid for the laws of algebra.
Radical! Outasight, man! One rule and I can look at all math differently! Even take my first
step in writing a new language: To distinguish between the multiplication laws of algebra and
geometry, I can create a new symbol! There’s a bold and daring idea! So, Hold hard the
breath and bend up every spirit…Once more into the breach, dear friends, once more!
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